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Assessment of the OWC form of the SEA-Clam wave energy device is by definition complex. The SEA-Clam device has undergone a number of metamorphisms. Initially it had a long (275m) 7 terminator form (1979) (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) with pressurised flexible air bags facing the incident waves. A one-tenth 8 model in Loch Ness is illustrated in Figure 1a . Stability of device and wave direction independence 9 led to the ring form of Figure 1b with the pressurised flexible bags on the outer face (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) . 10 Standard shear force and bending moment calculations can be readily applied to the long form of the 11 device [1] , but a special analysis had to be developed for the ring form [2] . Various specific design 12 improvements took place in the period 1992-2008. The device is essentially a regular dodecagon as illustrated in Figure 2a with one airbag per section.
18
The initial 60m outer diameter of ring was increased to 80m in 2008. Further development led to attributed to the surge degree-of-freedom, whereas in both device forms the N-shaped OWC 27 exploits the heave degree-of-freedom. The natural surge and heave periods of the J and N OWC are 28 respectively 8 seconds and 12 seconds [4] . These periods are quite distinct from overall structural 29 natural periods, as predictions in Section 4 will illustrate. Whilst device efficiency is not to be predicted in this paper, Figure 3 [5] provides early estimates of addressed in [9] , and related behaviour of oscillating water columns in the National Engineering Laboratory (NEL) [10] . Furthermore, it is claimed in [11] , that the surge OWC and heave OWC 8 capture powers are independent and have thus be added together. This independence might not be 9 observed in the three dimensional form of the device which will be subjected to multi-directional seas 10 in contrast to flume tank unidirectional waves.
12
The capture efficiencies of Figure 3 are based on tabulated values of South Uist significant wave 13 heights, crossing period, associated power and sea state weightings provided in [12] . However,
14
detailed calculations leading to the claimed average efficiency of 59.4% and an associated annual 15 average power capture of 1.54 MW per device are not provided. Reference [11] further claims that the 1 earlier hybrid 80m steel and concrete devices only exhibited an average power capture of 1.136MW.
2
These historical estimated changes in efficiency are used by Bellamy [9] to highlight evolution of the 3 device. 
Environmental representation
27
Regional wind generated wave data, in terms of significant wave height and crossing period, is 28 captured in seasonal scatter diagrams. These diagrams also provide an indication of the probability of In classical wave-structure interaction, the incident waves are considered to be regular and harmonic 4 with wave direction and wave frequency specified. The product of the square of the transfer function, In this case a transfer function is essentially independent of the wave direction , due to the 9 axisymmetric geometry of the device.
10
Mathematically the usual expression for response spectrum will simplify as shown in equation (1):
(1)
14
The wave data collected to generate the spectra are usually considered unidirectional and wave more identification arguments presented in [21] . Two parameter formulations echo the Bretschneider 25 approach [22] .
27
Water depth of 50m is assumed for South Uist. To ensure motion responses are available for the 28 associated spectra, the individual wave frequencies addressed in the hydrodynamic analysis are 29 presented in Table 1 together with an indication of the water depth treatment in the associated excitation' forces and moments determined from the associated wetted surface pressure distributions.
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The hydrodynamic simulations were performed using the MATTHEW software [26] Hearn et al. [28] in the 3D analysis of a damaged ship with multiple internal free-surfaces. To appreciate complexity differences in the fluid structure interaction the motion response 27 formulation will be provided for each possibility. In the FSI analysis undertaken the dynamic radiation and diffraction pressures are determined using a 3 3D velocity potential based boundary element procedure [28] , with subsequent structural integrity 4 analysis undertaken using a matched 3D finite element model [16] . Archimedes Principle), the extent to which the underwater part may be flooded has to be determined 13 to match preferred device draught. Device draught was initially specified by device inventor without 14 mass distribution and engineering details being specified. The hydrodynamic analysis assumes that weight-buoyancy equilibrium exists. Satisfaction of this 20 requirement is addressed in Section 3. The interaction of incident waves with the structure, assumed 21 fixed, gives rise to diffraction waves, whereas the radiation waves result from the structure oscillating 22 in any one of its rigid body degrees-of-freedom in otherwise calm water. 
Exploiting geometric planes of symmetry
The origin of the Cartesian hydrodynamic coordinate system will be located in the undisturbed free 3 surface at a horizontal location that permits geometric symmetry to be exploited. Selection of such an 4 origin leads to additional mechanical coupling in the motion response equations because of the 5 location of the centre of gravity. Clearly an origin that allows two planes of symmetry to be exploited 6 reduces the size of the full matrices formulated to a quarter of the complete device formulation.
8
The device quarter explicitly defined can be located in any quadrant; here it is positioned in the first 
Fig. 7 Designation of images of explicitly defined clam structure. associated with the degree-of-freedom corresponding to the direction of the required wave loading.
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That is, one uses the mathematically equivalent wave excitation expressions:
This requirement has been checked for all wave frequencies. These checks provide confidence in the 
Alternative discretisation of the SEA-OWC-Clam
23
The device geometry presented in Figure 2d requires many degrees-of-freedom to be addressed.
24
Given the device details provided are conceptual rather than detailed design based, two alternative The 'closed' structural model is illustrated in Figure 6b . Ideally an opening within the structure On those parts of the structure common to both idealisations, the BEM discretisation is identical to 11 allow direct comparisons of the 'closed' and 'open' device forms in these areas. and heave translational motion equations of the device are:
The additional moments of the mass on the left hand side of equations (4a) are associated with the 12 centre of gravity being distinct from the origin of the Cartesian reference system 13 presented in Figure 5 . The symmetry of geometry and mass distribution will imply that .
14
The corresponding general roll, pitch and yaw device motions in a relatively simple form satisfy: In the case of geometric symmetry not implying symmetry of mass distribution, the products of inertia 7 will be non-zero. Hence there is structural borne coupling of the rotational degrees of freedom [29] .
8
When non-symmetry of mass exists the first pure moment of inertia dependent term in each of 9 equations (4b) are replaced in accordance with equation (5) 
20
Since these reactive forces are a function of the unknown motions, this mathematically equivalent 21 way of expressing the reaction terms permits their correct inclusion in the dynamic motion equations.
22
Essentially the radiation forces and moments are resolved in a right handed reference system 23 recognising that velocity and acceleration are orthogonal.
25
There are 72 coupled free surface equations of motion for the massless plates modelling the 24 free 26 surfaces and their 3 associated degrees-of-freedom. That is, each free surface for each OWC-shape is 27 identified according to with denoting the heave, roll and pitch motions.
28
The 72 newly derived motion equations for the J related and the N related free surfaces are readily 29 expressed in the compact form of equations (7a) and (7b), namely: Energy conversion is to be based on a closed system. The amount of power extracted by the device 28 clearly depends upon the movement of the internal free surfaces relative to the motion of the 29 structural ring enclosing the J and N-shaped channels. These motions will generate compressed air 30 that is pushed into and stored in the single high pressure reservoir (designated HP in Figure 2d ). The
31
HP reservoir is used to drive a unidirectional turbine which is coupled to an AC generator. The 32 exhausted air from the turbine is fed into a low pressure (LP) duct that is used to re-establish the 1 initial conditions of the extraction process. For either simplified single rigid body the equations required take on the form:
Reduced motion equations and analytic solutions
24 25 ̈ ̇ ̈ ̇ ( ̈ ̈ ) 26 ̈ ̇ ( ̈ ̈ ) (8a) 27 28 ( ) ̈ ̇ ̈ ̇ ( ̈ ̈ ) .
30
Superscripts on the reactive hydrodynamic coefficients are now unnecessary since there is just 31 one floating structure. Assuming both geometric and mass distribution symmetry implies 32 then equations (8a) simplify to:
Author experience in offshore analysis shows that mooring influences, often included as additional Whilst it is quite common to solve the motion responses numerically, using Gaussian elimination, the 
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The denominator terms are:
26 27
Since the vertical centre of gravity coordinate is negative it can be replaced by its modulus. The  Using known symmetry properties of the radiation velocity potentials, specified in Table 2,   2 the velocity potentials over the whole structure of Figure 7 can be readily determined.  The most general resulting velocity potential is determined in accordance with:
Here is the amplitude of the incident wave propagating in the direction and described analytically
].
is the change in the incident wave 14 potential due to the presence of the structure, assumed to be fixed. is determined in each 15 quadrant automatically by the MATTHEW code. The initial idealisation considered is the 'closed' structure. The 'closure plates' highlighted in Figure   3 6b are initially the same thickness as the whole structure. Thereafter they are reduced so that the 4 changes in stress levels in the remainder of the structure can be assessed [16] . The open structure thus consists of 'essential' members that contribute to the structural integrity of the 10 device and 'non-essential' members that serve to direct the water through the openings in a simpler 11 and more restrictive manner than the intended J-tube and N-tube paths. The buoyancy force is balanced by the total weight of the structure. Hence for a specified draught the 10 total mass of the structure is readily determined. The moment of inertia however requires some 11 thought. Analytic expressions are developed in preference to applying numerical methods. Here V is the calculated displaced volume of Table 3 . Sea water density of 1025 kg/m 3 is assumed. Hence the required mass moment of inertia of the ballast water about the device diameter is: In this case the internal water occupies 80.34% of the displaced underwater volume.
5
With the equations of motion derived together with an indication of the structural, hydrostatic and 6 hydrodynamic characteristics required, the results of the hydrodynamic and motion response analyses 7 are addressed next. show negligible difference in wave excitation loads for most wave frequencies. The surge motion, Figure 22 , is not particularly sensitivity to the differences of geometric form or 6 amount of water ballast and hence inertia characteristics.
8
The heave response in Figure 23 is quite different from what is usually expected in a conventional 9 heave transfer function for ships. In the latter case we would expect heave amplitude per unit wave 10 amplitude to tend to unity (from above) as ω tends to zero, otherwise the heave motions will gradually 11 increase to a resonance value and then quickly drop away as frequency increases. Above a certain 12 threshold frequency the amplitude will appear to be frequency independent, with an amplitude small 13 compared to the incident wave amplitude. Short wavelengths have little impact. term alpha is assigned a value up to, but not usually exceeding 0.2. To assess the sensitivity of the linear predicted pitch to viscous damping we will first address the pitch 10 response spectra generated using Equation (1) and the spectral data of Figure 4 for the higher energy
11
March and November observation for the South Uist location. Figure 25 shows that the high peak 12 resonance of closed form in Figure 24 is prominent in the generated response spectrum. Figure 26 13 investigates the influence of viscous damping terms for different values of alpha.
15
For an alpha value as small as 0.05 the reduction in peak amplitude for both March and November is 16 36%. Hydrostatic and inertial properties have been deduced in each model to provide preferred draught and 3 centre of gravity so as to ensure device is capable of floating at required draught.
5
As an operational wave energy device with some confidence in the structural integrity the more 6 complex 222 degrees-of-freedom hydrodynamic and motion response analysis is required together 7 with the indicated form of power take-off effects. At the current preliminary design two simpler 8 hydrodynamic models have been investigated. The closed form structure is expected to exhibit higher 9 stresses than the open model, which in turn will experience higher stresses than the operational full J The quality of the hydrodynamics has been checked for numerical stability, in terms of conditioning although all six degrees-of-freedom were investigated for hydrodynamic quality purposes.
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Therefore the hydrodynamic velocity potentials and motion responses are of sufficient quality to 21 provide the complex variable based dynamic pressure loads necessary to proceed with the structural 22 integrity enquiry pursued in the companion paper. The frequency approach adopted is deemed to be of sufficient quality and detail to permit 1 investigation of initial structural integrity for the device. The resulting stress analyses, with 2 investigation on how to improve device survivability, are provided in the companion paper [16] . 
